Trustees approve the rerouting of Hwy 21

By Jana Moon

The Jacksonville State University Board of Trustees met Oct. 15 to approve the new budget and the rerouting of Alabama Highway 21.

The financial statement for the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, and the new $1 million dollar budget for the 1979-80 school year were approved.

The Board of Trustees authorized President Ernest Stone to "respectfully notify Gov. Fob James and the State Highway Department about the traffic dangers on the Jacksonville State University campus caused by the heavy traffic on Alabama Highway 21, and request a bypass around JSU when state funds are available." The board also approved the increase in tuition to $300 per semester for students who register for a normal academic load, and those students taking less than a normal academic load be charged a proportionate increase for same." From this increase, employees employed a sufficient amount of time will receive a conditional seven percent cost-of-living salary raise commencing Oct. 1, 1979 and continuing as long as resources are available, and the Student Government Association (SGA) will also be allocated an extra $15,000 budget increase to bring their total to $50,000.

President Stone announced to the Trustees that the Department of Housing and Urban Development has granted Jacksonville State University a $450,000 loan for 40 years at a three percent interest. The loan for a new women's dormitory has been turned down, and the Board of Trustees authorized President Stone to apply again next year. The Trustees also moved $5,000 out of President Stone's travel expenditures into his salary.

The Trustees also approved the resurfacing of parking lots and some completely university-owned streets and the purchase of a new university passenger bus and a new garbage truck. They also approved the purchase of the so-called "rock house" at the junction of highway 204 and London Avenue for $40,000. The board discussed the possibility of renovating the building at the cost of $18,000 and turning it into a welcome and information center. They also discussed the renewal of a lease on Forney Hall, but decided more investigation needed to be made before any decision could be reached.

In further action, the Trustees bestowed awards to persons who had contributed to the University. John Stewart, Director of International House was awarded an honorary degree; the Student Commons Building was named after Dr. Theron Montgomery, Vice-President for Academic Affairs; the new ROTC building was named after Charles Rowe, vice-president for Financial Affairs, and all servicemen who have given their lives for their country; and the amphitheatre was named after Palmer Daugette Calvert, retired head of Health and Physical Education Department in the College of Education, and William J. Calvert, retired head of the Department of English and Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. It will be known as the "Palmer and William Calvert Theatre."

Miss Dorothy G. Sterne left 599 shares of Southern Bancorporation common stock to the Jacksonville State University Women's College of Nursing to be used as scholarships.

The Board of Trustees approved the plan to promote a public forum where the vice president or the president of the United States or some nationally famous speaker will visit the campus for an address on about February 22, 1980, and the forum to be known as "The Albert Raines Forum." Congressman Raines was honored because of his pioneer bill in Congress for providing college housing for which JSU received millions of dollars in values from. The trustees also honored Dr. Harry M. Philpot, president of Auburn University, as a "distinguished educator and educational statesman."
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Can you guess who this woman is?

Find the answer inside this week's Chanticleer.

---

**JSU Parents' Day attended by over 150**

By N. KARLOVICH-SMITH

Parents' Day is a first in JSU history, introduced in 1983. It is a day for interested parents to meet the coaches and tour the campus facilities. The event is attended by over 150 parents, and it is open to all interested parents.
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**Guess who?**

Can you guess who this woman is?

Find the answer inside this week's Chanticleer.
The Editor's corner

By JANA MOON

Students abuse check cashing privilege

Ben Kirkland, head of the Business Office, talked to me the other day about a very dangerous problem. He said that students are passing too many bad checks to the Business Office, and unless this problem stops, students will lose the right to cash checks at the University.

In the month of September, the Business Office had $3,914.45 in bad checks returned. And by Oct. 15, they had already returned to them bad checks worth $4,221.77.

Ben Kirkland said, "We cannot continue to give service if students abuse it this way." No one can blame the Business Office for this stand. JSU cannot afford to absorb up to $5,000 a month in bad checks and students will be the ones who make the final decision by deciding to continue abusing this service or by using it the right way.

The check cashing policy of the University is as follows:

A student must present his identification card; no counter checks will be cashed; no checks will be cashed the last two weeks of the semester; and, after two returned checks from a student, he loses his check-cashing privilege.

If students will wake up and look around town, they will notice that many businesses have quit taking checks, especially from students with out-of-town checking accounts.

The banks around Jacksonville will cash students checks, but students must join a check-cashing system. The bankers will try to talk students into opening an account in Jacksonville which is not a bad idea. Local businessmen will take a check from a local bank quicker than an out-of-town bank.

Students need to be careful with their check-cashing policies so that businessmen can trust them or before long, they will not have any place that will take their checks and these businessmen will have a legitimate excuse to stop taking student checks.

EdEDITORIAL

A statement of policy

By MIKE MOON

This editorial isn't exactly an editorial as such. It is a statement of policy of the Chanticleer on certain matters concerning the operation of this newspaper. Most of these policies haven't been introduced by the current staff, but have been in effect since before anyone on this staff became affiliated with the paper.

First, any material, be it letters to the editor, announcements, advertisements, etc., which are not written by members of the staff must be turned in by 3 p.m. the Wednesday preceding publication. This deadline has been the same for years and any change in the future is doubtful.

All letters to the editor must be signed when they are handed in to us. We will withhold the name if so requested but we must have the signature for our own legal protection. If the letter is libelous it cannot be printed. In such a case, the writer of the letter will be contacted and allowed to correct the letter. Otherwise, with the exception of grammar, no editing will be done.

The editors of the paper reserve the right to edit any other material turned in to the Chanticleer. Further, we reserve the right to refuse publication of any letter or material submitted by non-staff members. If anyone has any questions about such editing they should contact the Chanticleer and the reasons for the editing will be explained.

The student consumer

By MIKE MOON

Meat is an item that most student consumers buy, but one that few know much about. One of the biggest misconceptions that is held by consumers about meat is that they are being ripped off by high meat prices. While meat is high, it is no more expensive than anything else today. In fact, through most of the past decade, beef and pork were the best buys in the grocery store. All that has happened in the last year or two is that meat prices have caught up with other items. Still if the consumer is careful and knows what to look for, he can enjoy several different meat dishes and stay within his budget.

The second biggest or perhaps the biggest mistake many people make when they buy meat is that they look for the redder, leaner meat in the counter. They seem to work on the idea that the leaner the meat is, the better it is; this is exactly opposite of the truth. Meat is graded by the marbling or the fat content within the red meat. The more marbling, the higher the grade. By the way, choice is not the highest grade—Prime is. Because of this many stores can sell "house grade" or Good grade beef and get the same price as they do for choice. Also don't go for those stores who claim to sell "prime beef."

The reddest, leanest meat in the counter. They seem to work on the idea that the leaner the meat is, the better it is; this is exactly opposite of the truth. Meat is graded by the marbling or the fat content within the red meat. The more marbling, the higher the grade. By the way, choice is not the highest grade—Prime is. Because of this many stores can sell "house grade" or Good grade beef and get the same price as they do for choice. Also don't go for those stores who claim to sell "prime beef."

Right now chicken and pork are popular due to the high price of beef; actually pork is just as high, and freshness is important in these meats. Chicken and fresh pork, unlike beef, spoil rapidly and should be frozen if they are to be kept uncooked for more than 24 hours.

Cured pork keeps well unripened and has many different uses in cooking. Hams are a cured pork product on which savings can be had if the consumer will buy the shank portion instead of the butt. Contrary to popular belief, there is no more meat on the butt than there is the shank. In fact, there is probably less. The butt contains the hip or H bone which is virtually useless, while the hock off the shank is the best season for vegetables to be had.

One final tip, chain stores do not usually specialize in meats, for this reason the best meat can usually be found...
There's poison in the SALT -- Part V

"It's not whether you win or lose, but how you play the game." We've heard this proverb repeated countless times, even since we were children, and indeed it is a wonderful lesson for children to learn from sports. The problem is that sometimes we apply it where it has no relevance. We immediately base our acceptance of the suggestion of our sports heroes on their adherence to this maxim. However, this advice is not always applicable to other situations.

The United States was then unilaterally inane enough to close down its own active SALT site in Grand Forks, North Dakota, giving the Russians a lead in lead-heavy SALT defenses. This is simply to preserve the irreversibility concept that our population must be destroyed with no fail from our own missiles in the rubble. The United States clearly not only reject the view that such a war is unwinnable, but are demonstrating their resolution to win such a terrible war break out. This is made appallingly evident by their violations of the first SALT agreements in a previous portion of this series.

It is not standard newspaper practice to answer letters to the editor, (it is more common for magazines), however, recognizing that many students who write want and need to hear their letters and further recognize the importance of the differences in the college community as opposed to those of the average community, the editorial staff has decided to respond to those letters which ask questions or those which otherwise may deserve resolution.

Dear Mr. Tillman:

From the beginning, let me assure you that this reply to your letter is not an attack, but an explanation primarily concerned with the audience which is campus wide and not confined just to the men's dorms.

In your letter, if I may comment, you state that the SGA is not doing a good job because there are no washers and dryers in the men's dorms. This is not true; there are no washers and dryers in the men's dorms, but it is a fact that the washers and dryers are breaking down campus wide; but, the SGA is not at fault. At the beginning of August, the university sent out requests for bids to companies who would like to keep students here, but how can the SGA give these pieces of information to the students? It is the responsibility of the administration not to accept a contract with the company in question; but, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going.

Mr. Tillman's writing to the Chanticleer is commendable, and should be taken much more seriously. Let me begin by bringing to your attention the situation of the students in Pannell Hall.

The Chanticleer, established as a student newspaper at Jacksonville State in 1934, is published each Tuesday by students of the university. Signed columns represent the opinion of the writer while unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the Executive Editorial Committee. Editorial opinions do not necessarily reflect the policy of the JSC administration.

Agreement discussed in a previous portion of this series and other agreements which might be interesting is accepting a contract to install the washers and dryers on campus. The SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going.

The SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going.

In your letter, if I may paraphrase, you state that the SGA is not doing a good job because there are no washers and dryers in the men's dorms.

In your letter, if I may paraphrase, you state that the SGA is not doing a good job because there are no washers and dryers in the men's dorms. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going.

In your letter, if I may paraphrase, you state that the SGA is not doing a good job because there are no washers and dryers in the men's dorms. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going.

In your letter, if I may paraphrase, you state that the SGA is not doing a good job because there are no washers and dryers in the men's dorms. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going.

In your letter, if I may paraphrase, you state that the SGA is not doing a good job because there are no washers and dryers in the men's dorms. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going.

In your letter, if I may paraphrase, you state that the SGA is not doing a good job because there are no washers and dryers in the men's dorms. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going. However, the SGA is quite normal, its job is to be the between the gap and that they definitely believe that the SGA is the only one with the funds to keep them going.
Sally Edwards lives one minute at a time

By N. KARLOVICH-SMITH

A three-year-old making his own kind of music. Two bespectacled twins creating a collage out of scraps. Red blocks and yellow mats.

It's fortunate that Sally Edwards, the new director of the JSU Laboratory Nursery School and Home Economics instructor, is a special person. After an hour of bright colors and little people, this reporter was ready to take a permanent trip to a local retirement home.

Ms. Edwards, who received her B.S. and M.S. in Home Economics from the University of Alabama, said, "It's important to do the best you can in the present. The rest will take care of itself. I love my new job and enjoy the children."

The children Ms. Edwards coordinates are progeny of JSU students, faculty, staff and townspeople. The limited number of available spaces are filled in that order. During the lab's operating hours, students enrolled in Home Economics 332 spend two hours weekly learning how to facilitate learning and social growth for the three to five-year-old participants.

Born and raised in Sylacauga, Ms. Edwards is the great-granddaughter of Ada McGraw Pitts, the first JSU housemother.

Sally has taught at Auburn and Enterprise State Junior College and has also acted as a child development consultant for the Jefferson County Child Development Council.

Sally's volunteer work in Bolivia at the age of 16 whetted her appetite for travel, and she hopes to revisit her favorite spots in Europe. Her ability with foreign languages and her interest in languages help her to work with the children at the center who are the perfect age to expand and learn language skills.

The director said, "I love to read—biographies, classics, best sellers. I once worked as an assistant manager of a bookstore. If I ever retire, that's where I want to be."

Tennis, sailing, smoking—all these activities matter to Sally, but it's obvious when she talks with the children that her profession comes first.

Ms. Cassie Sayers, a junior seeking a degree in childhood education, said, "Ms. Edwards really does a good job. She's a patient and knows what to do in every situation. Anytime a child needs to be corrected, she does it in a positive way. This is an ideal situation for me because the children are fascinating, and I'll know what to expect when I get out in the field."

Ms. Lillie Mae Williams, the nursery school cook, agreed with Ms. Sayers. She said, "I enjoy working here. Ms. Edwards is doing a great job."

It is hoped that Ms. Edwards will enjoy JSU as much as the children and students enjoy her.

Ms. Sally Edwards

(Photograph by OPAL LOVETT)

Houston Cole Library ... keeping in step with age of the computer

By MS. KAYE DICKIE

During this age of computer science and advanced technology, everything in our lives appears to be changing, and the library is no exception. In May 1975, the Houston Cole Library began utilizing a computer terminal for cataloging books, instead of cataloging its weekly, new book shipment by hand.

The Jacksonville State University library became eligible for one of the 9290 computer terminals when it became one of the 99 charter members of the Southeastern Library Network (SOLENET) on March 6.

The library receives an average of 400 different books and volumes a week to add to its many shelves. Bertie Herbert, interlibrary loan librarian, commented, "and students say that the library doesn't have many books!"

Since 1975, the library has catalogued 18,000 items in microfiche and microfilm. The hundreds of periodicals received are filed manually. The library personnel meticulously accomplish all this cataloging, loaning and also verifying and ordering with the aid of only one computer terminal, four professional librarians, and five clerical workers.

Increased automation makes it possible for one terminal operator "works" the book, finds its assigned Library of Congress call number, records its arrival at Jacksonville State University, and presses a processing key on the terminal's panel board. This processing key activates a message of arrival to the Library Center, who in turn sends the entry cards, typed and ready to be filed, in weekly bundles to the JSU library.

Library personnel file the cards by hand. One book may have a subject, title and author card to be filed in the ground floor catalog and an author card to be filed on its author floor. Obviously, this can become a very tedious task.

Letters

(Continued From Page 2)

if one political party gave up simply because of injustice. Injustices meet us all everyday and in every way—but that doesn't mean we shouldn't stop to think about them. As for the comments about the Marching Southerners, I agree with your suggestion of playing some jazz personally am withholding my name simply because it's none of your business!" Name withheld upon request.

Dear Editor,

This letter is in reference to the Marching Southerners article, "This Bird's the View," that appeared in Oct. 9. I found this article to be very refreshing, especially
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In contrast, Auburn University, boasting the largest university library in the state, has four computer terminals for cataloging and one for interlibrary loaning. In 1977, Auburn cataloged approximately 50,000 books—an average of 12,500 books on one terminal. Again, Jacksonville averaged 19,000 catalogued books on one terminal that must also be used for loaning, verifying, and ordering. The reason for this high cataloging average is that the JSU terminal is constantly in use. On Mondays through Thursdays, a person works the terminal from 8:30 a.m. until 9 p.m., and on Fridays from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. Many books are on the shelves before their entry cards are filed in the card catalog. As soon as a new book is added to the card catalog, it is immediately entered on the computer so that the books can be cataloged promptly. By the time the books are returned, they are immediately available for loaning and interlibrary loaning.

In addition to cataloging, Jacksonville State's interlibrary loaning system was transferred from the mail system to a computer system. The library's computer terminal was transferred to the computer terminal in April 1979. By doing this, the library was able to catalog books on one terminal linked by a computer terminal. Again, the card catalog room will be filled with small terminals that anyone can easily operate. The University of Georgia's library is presently using this new terminal successfully. Librarians have come a long way since the day Benjamin Franklin conceived it, but we can rest assured that he would be proud of it now.

All student's drinks
FREE draft
½ price I.D. required
Mixed drinks $1.50

Also get your costumes ready for our Halloween Party
Wed. October 31st.
In spring of 1980........

Look for classes labeled PSI

By N. KARLOVICH-SMITH

During spring semester, you may want to try individualized sections of Intro Chemistry (CY101), College Algebra (MS101), American History (HY201), Human Physiology (BY202), Statistics (PSY300), or Child Development (PSY300). These classes will involve units which you must pass. In some sections, you will even get to use a computer to help you learn.

When you are ready, you will take your tests. As soon as you complete the test, you talk with your advisor (an advanced student). No more endless waiting for the instructor to tell you your grade. If you don't do well on the test, you can request the concepts and then take a different version of the same test without a grade penalty.

When you look in the Spring '80 Schedule of Classes, look for classes labeled PSI. This class is more individualized. A student will be offered after 3:00 p.m. earlier than ever before. If you want to learn to study more efficiently and effectively, try MS101, Academic Survival Skills. Besides getting ready to cope with your other college classes, you also receive one unit of college credit.

Weak in math skills? Is your high school math background deficient? Try LS110, Reinforcing Quantitative Skills. You may improve your chances of passing MS101 when you take it later by as much as 800 percent. If taking English 101, a required college course, makes you nervous, or if your chances of not passing 101 are slim, spring semester is the time to take LS110, Reinforcing Communication Skills.

There have been new rules established for the recreational area in the Student Commons Building, located on the second floor. These rules were established for the benefit and protection of the JSU students. These rules were not established to penalize anyone, but to avoid any trouble that may come up. These are the new rules:

I. Jacksonville State University students:
   A. A student must present his/her own ID card, currently validated, in order to check out equipment and/or use the facility.
   B. A student may bring out-of-town guests. A guest must present proper identification.
   C. Spouses of JSU students may participate only if accompanied by the student. Dates of JSU students may also participate. Local parents, brothers, sisters, children and other relatives of students may not use the facility.
   D. No student is allowed to share equipment with another person, to check out equipment for another person, or to leave his equipment in the possession of another person.

E. If a student has his own equipment, he must leave his ID card at the desk and not allow others to use the equipment unless their IDs are also turned in at the desk.
F. No cigarettes are allowed on the tables. Tobacco chewing is prohibited in the area.
G. One hour time limit on pool tables. Tables must be relinquished immediately at the time other students are eligible.
H. No sitting on pool tables, ping pong tables, or air conditioners is allowed.

II. Jacksonville State University faculty and staff:
   A. A faculty or staff member must present his/her own ID card, currently validated, in order to check out equipment and/or use the facility.
   B. If space is available, children of F&S members may use the facility by presenting the parent's ID card. Children of F&S members may not bring guests with them. Children under 14 years of age must be accompanied by the faculty or staff member who must remain with them while they play. Spouse of F&S members may use the facility.

III. Jacksonville State University alumni:
   A. Active alumni members only may participate by presentation of their current alumni card.
IV. Guest of the university:
   A. Guest of the university may use the facility but will be asked to leave identification when checking out equipment. Children under 14 years of age must be accompanied by an adult. Sponsors of visiting groups will be asked to present while members are using the facility.
   B. No pets are allowed in the Student Commons Building. No food or drink is allowed in the pool area.

If there are any questions, please check with the supervisor on duty at the desk.

September & October's bad checks total $8,846.02

By JANA MOON

According to Ben Kirkland, so far this school year, students have passed bad checks amounting to $8,846.02. "We cannot continue to give service if abused this way," said Kirkland. He continued saying that unless this amount drastically reduces, students will lose their check cashing privilege.

In the month of September, students passed bad checks amounting to $3,918.85 and by Oct. 15, they passed bad checks already amounting to $4,927.77.

Sociology Department offers course dealing with social aspects of death

By JANA MOON

The Sociology Department offers a very unique class for students to experience. 'Death and Dying' deals with the social aspect of death.

Students are given experience on how to do a funeral. The students themselves participate in the actual funeral. A number is drawn out of a hat to all who play the part of the person who dies. An actual service is carried out with a minister, grieving relatives, pallbearers, friends and even a real casket. Brown Funeral Home on Oct. 23.

Annette Marie Willis plays the part of the dead person and the ceremony is open to all relatives and friends along with the student body of JSU.

Other activities of the class include a survey of the attitudes of college students toward suicide, buying cemetery plots, cost of pet cemeteries, funeral directors, children and death, war deaths and euthanasia.

Wearing numbers cause a problem with student ID's

By JENNY WOODS

There have been problems developing concerning the ID cards. It seems that the numbers are wearing off. This may cause problems for a student. For instance, if a student were to go to the football game with a card in this condition, the guard would not be able to accept it. If you have noticed this problem with your ID, there is something you can do about it. Mr. Fain said that he has ordered new ones and there should be no problem with the ID next semester.

Homecoming events

College calendar 1980

Tuesday, October 23, 1979

The CHANTICLEER
STOP SIGN NOTICE

Several weeks ago some stop signs were removed from 4 and 3 way intersections in accordance with a Highway Department project. It has now been decided in the interest of traffic safety to reinstall stop signs at the following 4 or 3 way signalized intersections.

INTERSECTION       STOP
N. Church Avenue & 11th Street  4 way
N. Church Avenue & 8th Street  4 way
N. Church Avenue & 7th Street  4 way
N. Church Avenue & E. Mountain Street  4 way
N. Church Avenue & E. Francis Street  Signal
S. Church Avenue & E. Ladiga Street  4 way
S. Church Avenue & E. Vann Street  Signal
S. Church Avenue & James Street  4 way
9th Street & Mountain View Avenue  4 way
7th Street & 5th Avenue  4 way
6th Street & Mountain View Avenue  4 way
E. Mountain Street & 7th Avenue  4 way
E. Vann Street & 5th Avenue  3 way
E. Vann Street & 8th Avenue  4 way
Cole Drive & London Avenue  4 way
W. Mountain Street & London Avenue  Signal
W. Mountain Street & Gadsden Road  Signal
W. Francis Street & Spring Avenue  3 way
W. College Street & Spring Avenue  4 way
W. Coffee Street & Marbut Avenue  4 way
Alexandria Avenue & A Street  Signal
Alexandria Avenue & D Street  4 way

These signs will be reinstalled starting Monday, October 22, so please be aware and

DRIVE CAREFULLY

Jacksonville City Council
How did the game go?

I had five interceptions.

Terrific! Were you the corner back or the safety?

The quarter back.

What do you mean I'm stupid?

That is rude and I demand an apology!

First they thought I was just an underachiever.....

Then they figured it was cultural denial.....

Now they have decided I'm just plain dumb!

First they said "go out and play football and get some experience."

So I go to school, plays football, study hard and I have come to the conclusion that....

Experience is the wonderful knowledge that enables us to recognize a mistake when we make it again.
What is so special about the fourth finger of the left hand?

What is so special about the fourth finger of the left hand? Why does that finger get to wear the wedding ring?

In ancient times, according to some experts, the right hand was the symbol of power and authority, the left hand of subjection. That would explain the ring being placed on the left hand—a token of “subjection” to the other party. But why the fourth finger of the left hand? The ancient Greeks had a superstition that a certain vein of blood passed directly from this finger to the heart. And so this may have started the custom. But there really may be a more simple reason: it is the least used of all the fingers, so it’s not inconvenient to wear an ornament on it.

ACROSS
1 "On the Good Lollipop"
5 Evidence
10 Irish dances
14 Commotion: hyph. wd.
15 Crowbar
16 On
17 Pub orders
18 Fingernail board
19 Songstress Horne
20 Confine
22 Hailey’s
23 Price
24 Cease

A
ceremonial
March
Large basket
Love
King of beasts
Suit to a
Praise
Circus worker’s pole

DOWN
1 Leading actress
2 Aperture
3 March date
4 Mail from a tourist: 2 wds.
5 Gratify
6 Send payment
7 Baking compartment
8 Above: poet
9 Cook in fat
10 Bicarbonate of
11 Omelet ingredient
12 Benefit
13 Warbles
14 Young tree
15 On easy
16 Part in a play
17 Twofold
18 Scarecrow innards
19 Towing vessels
20 Package of bread
21 Finnish steam bath
22 Conversational phrase: 2 wds.
23 Exude
24 "Li"
25 River in Egypt
26 Contradict
27 Untidy
28 Polio vaccine scientist
29 "Hang on to"
30 Make amends
31 Shelf
32 Fewest
33 Dirt
34 Actor Franchot
35 Steaks
36 Puff
37 Digger wound
38 Windy
39 Sweet
40 Sand hills
41 Winter vehicle
42 Heavy book
43 Precipitation
44 Large casks
45 The Orient
46 Reveal a secret
47 Look for
48 Our uncle
49 "Honest"
50 Lincoln
Homecoming Queen

Contestants
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Mona Holsonback
Ti Kappa Phi

Nancy Fox
Chorus

Felecia Carlyle
Alpha Xi Delta

Sherri Grisham
Cindy Braden
Delta Omicron

Rhonda Hopkins
Kappa Sigma

Rebecca Cotney
Zeta Tau Alpha

Karen Griffin
Rowan Hall

Lisa Fowler
BCM

Elizabeth Britt
Phi Mu Alpha

Denise Rogers
Curtiss Hall
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Dear ISU Students

At the Jeans Affair we have jeans and accessories. We offer Calvin Klein, Landlubber, Pierre Cardin, Levi's, etc.

We considered moving to Jax State but because of the reduced student population during Christmas, Easter, and the summer we find the move impossible.

Being eight miles away and in a supposed gas shortage we are offering you a reason to shop in our store other than good merchandise and already low prices: We will offer any JSU student, with presentation of student I.D., a 10% discount.

We appreciate your business

GRADY STALLINGS

Ask about our weekly Deli specials
We have the best Deli sandwiches in town
We have Backgammon Tournaments every Tuesday night
We also sell Backgammon boards and equipment
We have all goosenecks bottles for $0.50 every Monday night
Draft is 35¢, pitchers $2" every Wednesday night

WE NEVER HAVE A COVER CHARGE
Phone 435-9983
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Department of Geography and Geology receive multiplex stereographic plotter

On Friday, Oct. 12, the Department of Geography and Geology at JSU received a Multiplex stereographic plotter as a gift from the Department of Geography at Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah. This instrument is used to produce topographic maps from aerial photography. Topographic maps, maps showing the relief of the landscape, are prepared from a three dimensional image that is formed by the Multiplex using overlapping aerial photographic scenes of the landscape. The drawing of topographic maps with instruments such as the Multiplex involves a knowledge of photogrammetry and photogrammetrists, persons skilled in this technique, are in demand throughout the United States.

This past summer, Dr. Thomas Baucom, an associate professor in the Department of Geography and Geology at JSU, learned of the intentions of fellow geographers at Brigham Young University to donate their Multiplex to another university (they were acquiring a much better stereographic plotter). He wrote to them requesting that his department at Jacksonville State University be considered as a possible donee. In September, Dr. Baucom was informed that of six institutions, JSU was the one chosen to receive the Multiplex.

Dr. Baucom hopes to assemble the instrument and have it operational in time for his course, GY409-Photogrammetry, to be offered in the Spring Semester. Pre-requisite for this course is the consent of the instructor; however, it is advisable that the student interested in taking this course have had one of the following courses: GY200 Cartography I, GY302 Remote Sensing, or EG251 Engineering Surveying. The course carries three semester hours of credit and consists of two hours of lecture and two hours of lab work.

On the following pages, the course goals and objectives are presented as well as course content.
Announcements

Genetic research

What is happening in Genetic Research today? What promises and dangers are posed for humanity by what is now taking place on the frontiers of biological experimentation? What will such developments as the creation of new life forms through recombinant DNA and the manipulation of the human reproductive process mean for our future?

A Conference on Genetic Research at Jacksonville State University, will explore these very questions. The event, sponsored by Wesley Foundation Campus Ministry, will be held in the Student Commons Auditorium at JSU State on Tuesday, Oct. 23, at 7 p.m.

The general public, as well as the University community, is invited to attend.

Roberson awarded

Mr. Tom Roberson, PE coach and faculty member, was presented by Gov. Fob James an Emergency Medical Technician I award for Outstanding Volunteer Service in Northeast Alabama on Oct. 10.

Kappa Delta Epsilon

Kappa Delta Epsilon will meet Tuesday, Oct. 23, at 7 p.m. in Panell. All old and new members should attend.

Sociology majors


Bookstore special

The JSU Bookstore is having a special Homecoming sale on crepe paper. A variety of colors of crepe paper will be sold at discount during Homecoming week.

Political caucus


Rings on sale

Monday-Friday 2 - 4:30
SGA Office in Student Commons

GSA members can purchase rings containing their initials or a symbol of their choice with this year’s discount.

Homecoming Parade

entry forms due
Friday October 26, 4:00 p.m.

Don’t wait until the last minute!

Sociology majors

make an appointment with your advisor between Oct. 24-Nov. 6.

Contest cancelled

$1.98 beauty contest is cancelled due to lack of entries.

FOR SALE

Sears Coldspot Refrigerator/Freezer
Price: $75.00
Call AFTER 5:30 at 820-4822

Annapolis, Md. - Expedition Research, Inc., a new membership organization based in Annapolis, Md., is now conducting a campaign to register adventure-minded college students and professors. ERI is a placement service which matches outdoor enthusiasts to scientific and exploratory expeditions worldwide. ERI members include photographers, sailors, scientists, mountaineers, journalists, and others who love the out-of-doors and who have a taste for adventure, research, and exploration.

Expeditions which have approached ERI for team members range from archaeological excavations to Himalayan mountaineering, from oceanographic surveys and cave exploration to scientific investigations on students, either undergraduate or graduate, in demand. They are offered the opportunity to gain field experience by working with professors; others simply welcome the chance to take a semester or two off from their studies. Currently, for example, ERI is looking for college students to assist a Smithsonian-sponsored dig for fossil man in India during December and January.

ERI registration costs $15 per year. Registrants receive a monthly newsletter listing expedition opportunities, and a variety of benefits including a 20 percent discount from Eastern Mountain Sports, the largest mail order outdoor equipment supplier in the United States.

Individuals may register by sending $15 to Expedition Research, Inc., P. O. Box 467, Cathedral & Franklin Streets, Annapolis, Md., 21401 or write for further information. A registration card will be issued and a full packet of information, an EMS catalog, and application forms will be sent upon registration.

Interview schedule

Nov. 12 - 15th

Monday, Nov. 12
(Dec. '79-May '80 graduates)

Tuesday, Nov. 13
(Dec. '79-May '80 graduates)

Wednesday, Nov. 14
(Dec. '79 graduates)

Thursday, Nov. 15
(Dec. '79-May '80 graduates)

Morrison's Food Services, Mobile
(Business, Food & Nutrition, Dietetics majors)

BNB-Birmingham Trust National Bank, Bham
(Business majors)

Milliken Corp., LaGrange, Ga.
(Business & Math majors)

NCR Corp.
(Business majors, Bus. Ed., Computer Science)

Birmingham City School System
(Education majors only)

Alpha Psi Omega dramatic fraternity

to hold auditions for upcoming play

Jacksonville State University's chapter of Alpha Psi Omega dramatic fraternity will hold open auditions for this semester's production of "The 13-Cent Traveling Theatre" this week. Auditions will be held Monday-Oct. 22, at 7 p.m. in the auditorium.

The firm also places registrants in paying positions. Commercial trip operators, outdoor leadership schools, yacht brokers, and film makers among others have employed ERI members as guides, instructors, captains and

Free

Match families with the shows in any capacity are invited to attend one or both auditions.

This is a fine opportunity for those interested in any aspect of theatre to accumulate first hand experience. The audition is open to all students, both men and women.

Directors of the shows will be Mike Meyer, Holly Brock and Regina Mathis Tubbs. Doug Moon will serve as producer. Alpha Psi Omega is looking for someone to work as technical director for the show.

The firm also places registrants in paying positions. Commercial trip operators, outdoor leadership schools, yacht brokers, and film makers among others have employed ERI members as guides, instructors, captains and
By FRANK BUCK
Sept. 30, marked the birth of Jacksonville State's newest religious organization, the Episcopal College Community. This group had its informal beginnings approximately two years ago when Dr. Mary Martha Thomas and the Rev. Dr. Charles Johnson began efforts to locate and bring together Episcopal students on this campus. During these two years, those associated with the group have developed into a close knit community, a community that continues to grow and change all the while.

At this point in our evolution, we see the need to establish a more formal identity in the eyes of the campus as a whole. On Sept. 10, we chose the name "Episcopal College Community." We elected as co-presidents Frank Bucko and William Killough and established a regular schedule of meetings, the second Sunday of every month. Plans are now underway for the Episcopal College Community to become a recognized organization on the Jacksonville State campus. The nucleus of our worship together continues to be the weekly Eucharist held at McCluer Chapel. These services are held every Wednesday at 12:25. Everyone is invited, regardless of religious preference.

---

No permits to register for spring '80 needed for currently enrolled students.

---

Working for us helps them work better for you!

Employees who serve on National Guard and Reserve teams make better team workers for you. They acquire skills, discipline and leadership qualities that make them more productive.

---

There are easier ways to pay for college. Conducting telethons, waiting tables, or parking cars may not be the only ways to help you pay for college. There may be a scholarship or grant available that you've overlooked. Or it may be as simple as cutting back on expenses. Read the next issue of Insider and find out.

---

EE Forbes Piano

Need an Alvarez, Yamaha or Gibson Guitar?

Call or come by and see us at Forbes Piano

912 Noble Street
Anniston, AL
Ph. 236-3461
(We have strings and accessories)

---

Pizza Hut

Buy a large pizza and get a small pizza absolutely FREE

Get a small pizza, with equal toppings, free when you buy a large size pizza. Choose Thick-n Chewy or Thin-n Crispy. (Does not include Taco Pizza). Just cut this coupon out and take it to a participating Pizza Hut restaurant. Phone ahead. We'll have your order waiting. Offer good on regular menu prices through November 11, 1979. One coupon per customer, per visit.
Johnny Rodriguez performs for full house

By LISHA BROWN

Johnny Rodriguez gave a spectacular performance to a full house Thursday night at the Switchyard in Anniston.

The Switchyard's house band, "Lobo Loggins and the Southbound Band" opened the show with Larry Gatlin's "All the Golden California". Lobo Loggins and the Southbound Band were very good as well as versatile, performing some Mel Tillis songs, Ronnie Milsap's "Get up Get Down and Get on Out", as well as some good rock and roll. They were a fine band with several excellent voices as well as being good musicians.

Johnny Rodriguez was the big attraction. His band played several songs before his entrance. When he did enter, the crowd went wild. Johnny was in great form and looking good.

Rodriguez sang several songs from one of his latest albums, "Rodriguez", his first album on the Epic label. Among these were "Streetwalker" and "Fools for Each Other". Johnny wrote nearly all of the songs on that album.

Johnny sang his first hit on radio, "Pass Me By" and his favorite song, "Riding My Thumb to Mexico". From his album "Just For You", Johnny sang "Rodeo Rider", "Remember Me" and "We Believe in Happy Endings" to a delighted audience.

The crowd went wild when Johnny sang some good rock and roll. People really cut the rug to "Johnny B. Goode" and "Roll Over Beethoven".

Johnny Rodriguez gave the audience at the Switchyard a night to remember. He looked good, sounded good and sang his best songs. Johnny really relates to his audience as he sings. He's definitely a crowd-pleaser in the best sense of the word.

I want to commend and thank the Switchyard for offering such quality entertainment. Johnny Rodriguez' two nights were a fantasticsuccess.

Robin Williams releases new album

By RANDY GRAVETTE

Robin Williams, star of TV's Mork and Mindy, has recently released his very first comedy album called "Reality...What A Concept!" In this live performance, Williams is able to break away from the image of his spaced-out alien Mark from Ork.

The material in this album was all written by Williams. He uses his versatility to bring humor to characters such as children's TV star Mr. Rogers, the Reverend Earnest Angley, Lawrence Welk, and an old Robin Williams, 80 years from now. This album is very humorous, but I feel I must warn you that certain words in this album might be considered objectionable.

On the 0 to 10 scale, I would give "Reality...What A Concept!" a big 8.

CDB captures '40's sound

By RANDY GRAVETTE

The Charlie Daniels Band, famous for their down home rock sound, recent release "Million Mile Reflections" hasn't been out three months but has already captured the soul of the 40's.

The Charlie Daniels Band captures the sound of the 40's that pays honor to the late Elvis Presley, Janis Joplin, and Lynard Skinner. The band consists of Charlie Daniels on guitar, Randy Jackson on bass, Billy Collins on drums, and Billy Ray Herron on keyboards.

It's a great album that is sure to please fans of all ages.

On my old scale, I would rate "Million Mile Reflections" a big 8. If you are a fan of The Charlie Daniels Band, you will really like this album.
Among these were "Streetwalker" and "Fools for Each Other," which were a fantastic success.

"Reflections" is a sad song that hasn't been out three months yet, but has already received rave reviews. The sound of the way with jitterbug.

FREE
Movie Tickets At All Shows!

"One of the year's 10 best films:"
New York Times/Time Magazine/Forgotten ABC/TV
National Board of Review/New York Times/Cine Magazine

**MOVIE MOVIE**


text continues...
The Knox Concert Series has launched the ticket sales campaign for its 34th season this autumn and winter, offering the most extensive program of its history. Normally, there are four or five programs on the series. This year a “bonus” Christmas presentation of Tchaikowsky’s Nutcracker Suite on Dec. 15, will bring the number of programs to be presented to six. The price of a season ticket, however, has not increased. Adults, $21; students, $12.50.

The music season opened Oct. 18 with John Green as guest conductor of the Birmingham Pops Orchestra. A longtime composer and conductor, Green wrote such all-time hits as the theme song from “Raintree County” and “I Cover the Waterfront” and has been guest conductor of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra at the Ravinia Festival for the past five years.

The beautiful and magnificently talented Metropolitan Opera Soprano Roberta Peters performs on Nov. 13. Miss Peters thr. led, audiences in Anniston when she appeared for the Knox Series in 1974.

Ballet UAB presents “Nutcracker Suite” Dec. 15, in an afternoon performance for children at 2:30 and again at 7:30 p.m. It is a magical story told around a 40 foot Christmas tree, of an eccentric old visitor who brings toys to life and turns a nutcracker into a handsome prince for a journey to the land of the Sugar Plum Fairy and a battle with the evil Mouse King.

Virtuoso pianist Philippe Entremont appears Jan. 24, with the Vienna Chamber Orchestra. Known for his outstanding interpretations of the romantic masters, Entremont has performed the contemporary music of Shostakovich, Bernstein and Milhaud under the baton of the composers. He has traveled as music director of the Vienna Chamber Orchestra to major music festivals of Europe since 1973, and performed with the renowned group in Australia, New Zealand and the Far East.

On Feb. 21, actor folk singer, composer, and storyteller, Burl Icle Ivanhoe Ives will entertain with a program of folk songs, ballads and readings. Ives, now 70 years old, has lost none of his genuine warmth, unique resonant voice, or dignity and honesty of purpose. “Big Daddy” of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” invites his audiences to gather around the fireside and listen to the often melancholy tales and legends of long ago. Burl Ives is clearly a legend in his own time. Annistonians will experience a rare pleasure when they sit at the feet of this masterful performer.

Gilbert and Sullivan a la Carte will end the season March 27 with a customized performance of selections from the composer - lyricist team’s 13 well known lyrical and comic operettas. A five member troupe of gifted artists from New York will present the very lovely feast of song and satire.

All performances will be in the theater of the Anniston High School on Woodstock Avenue. Show time is 8 p.m. except for the ballet performances - Dec. 15 at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.

Season tickets are on sale at the main offices of First National Bank, Commercial National Bank, Anniston National Bank and Bank of Anniston. Hudson’s, The Apple Tree, S&W Music Co., E. E. Forbes Piano Co., Evangel Book Store and Sawyer Office Supply also have season tickets on sale. Tickets may be purchased by mail, 1163 Montvue Road, Anniston, AL 36201, or by calling 205-0494, 237-7390, or 831-0590.

Patron tickets can be donated to the Knox Series for use by the Talladega School for the Blind, the Presbyterian Home, the International House at JSU and by worthy music students who would otherwise be unable to attend these concerts.

For further information contact Mrs. Everett Veach (Dorothy), Rt. 6, Box 890, Anniston, AL 36201 (205-257-3700).
‘78 was a great year

1978 was a great year indeed for the Atlanta Rhythm Section.

They were blessed with two hit singles, "Imaginary Lover" and "I’m Not Gonna Let It Bother Me Tonight." They received a platinum award for their seventh LP, Champagne Jam, which was one of the eight most programmed albums in America. Barry Bailey, J. R. Cobb, Dean Daugherty, Paul Goddard, Ronnie Hammond and Robert Nix were welcomed home to Atlanta as conquering heroes and played to over 60,000 people at the Champagne Jam Festival at Grant Field in September headlining over the Doobie Brothers, Santana and Eddie Money.

It was not always that way. When the Atlanta Rhythm Section was formed in 1970, "it was such an obvious thing to do," explains Buddy Buie, producer and songwriter. "Here were great musicians just meant to have their own band, and it seemed like nothing should stop them."

"Looking back, we were naive enough to think that good music played by people who really knew how to play would be enough to make the world beat a path to our door."

J. R. Cobb puts it this way, "It took us a while to realize that you have to go out and tell people about your music, show them—are you just wait for them to find you."

It was very difficult for the ARS for quite some time. Acknowledged as great players and songwriters by other musicians, they seldom played in concert. Consequently, when Atlanta first acknowledged them as the greatest band of all, and other cities began to join in, it was a double thrill because the group had waited a long time for that kind of recognition. They all started out playing in their teens. Some of them had toured England and Europe with the likes of Roy Orbison and Jimmy Page. In individually, they were in demand for sessions where they could each make a lot of money but when they decided to come together as "their" music, they necessarily gave up the regular session dollars.

They had presanned that their first two LPs the Atlanta Rhythm Section and Back Up Against the Wall, would take off quickly. What they finally found was, "we had better take it to the streets."

This meant leaving the red clay, dogwoods, pine trees and idyllic atmosphere of Georgia for a night after night in strange hotel rooms, constant early morning wake-up calls to catch buses and planes to cities after cities where they weren't known. "It was definitely depressing," remembers Dean Daugherty, "to hit a new city and End out we were being billed as The Atlantic Rhythm Boys or something similar and that few people knew our music."

We would think, "what the hell are we doing this for?"

But they did persevere, and at last it all seems to be coming together in the big way that Buie and the group had envisioned in 1970.

The Atlanta Rhythm Section has many strengths—the virtuoso talent of each member, strong songwriting ability, one of the finest recording studios in the country at their disposal (how many rock stars or rock bands have their own studio available to them at any time of day or night?) and they have an engineer named Rodney Mills who has been called "one of rock and roll's great natural resources."

Mills has recorded many albums in Atlanta Rhythm Section and Lynyrd Skynyrd, who have opened claims Studio One as a second home.

For a time people were troubled by the faceless image of the band. No one was who you'd call a snappy dresser; no individual names or controversial photos stood out on concert posters. Atlanta Rhythm Section as a name was perhaps not as instantly attention - getting as "Hot Stuff" or "The Too Much Band." As much as the ARS love Georgia and the South generally, they never thought of themselves as a typical Southern band. In fact, if you go back to the Dog Days: album and listen to "Boogie Smoogie," it's clear how the band feels about so-called "Southern Boogie."

After all, they had been nurtured on the true roots of American music in a region of the country where you could "playin' and singin' just because you felt like it wasn't considered odd. They grew up heavily influenced by people like Elvis Presley, Little Richard and Ray Charles—earth performers who knew only one thing for sure, "tell it real."

The music Clapton, Beck, Burdon, The Beatles and the rest of the English Invasion had eagerly latched on to by import was a daily fact of life for the young kids who grew up to be the Atlanta Rhythm Section.

In 1979, the Atlanta Rhythm Section will be touring the world. There's talk of a live album, and any die-hard ARS fan will tell you that they are one of the few bands who offer not only the expected expertise and precision but also a sense of community and celebration that is rare. With the new album, Underdog, one can expect the audience to be as fully involved in the music as the group itself. "Our goal, whenever possible, is to make the audience feel a part of us," says lead singer Ronnie Hammond. "We'll make the magic when they happen."

One thing's for sure—the recent triumphs of the band have inspired them. More than ever, they feel like playing good music... music for those moments of emotion and wants someone else to spell them out in lyric and melodic form. You might find yourself agreeing with the English critic who declared. "Very simply, the Atlanta Rhythm Section is the quintessential American band."
Austin Peay...14  
Livingston...0  
Troy State...27  
UNA......14

**Cocks stun Redskins**

By ALLEN CLARK

Newberry College will definitely come to play Saturday night and it took a tough offense and a mean Red Bandit defense to finally put the Redskins away in the final moments, and wrap up a 14-7 win.

The game was a big disappointment for Derrick Whiteley who ran for three touchdowns only to see two of them called back for personal foul penalties against the Gamecocks.

Rocky Riddle had two missed field goals, one attempt for 30 yards and the other for a long 45 yards that barely missed to the right.

After the game, head coach Jim Fuller had to take a couple of minutes to cool down before he could answer any questions. His first comment was, "Tell you, this was the best football team we've played this year. This was also our best effort so far this year."

After seeing more of the left eye, he said, "All the people put a lot into this game and boy this was a tough way to win (two TDs called back and the two missed FGs). I said it and people didn't believe me when I said they'd be the best team we'd play."

The scoring started in the first quarter when Newberry, on their second possession, marched 50 yards in six plays to score the first touchdown. Quarterback Eddie Pettus rolled around right and into the end zone. The PAT was good and the score stood 7-0 Newberry.

It was big play time again in the second quarter, and Rod Green was the man to tackle Redskins, Russ Parish, on the one yard line. The Gamecocks took over on downs and it took only two plays before Cedric Brown flew through the middle for the TD. Riddle was good on the PAT and the score stood 7-7 for the rest of the half.

In the third quarter, Whiteley ran a punt 60 yards for the TD and the score stood 14-7. The running back was called back because of a clipping penalty. The ball was called back to the Jacksonville 32.

The running attack of Brownlee, Wayne McCoy and Terry Stephens didn't let the call back slow them down as they blasted out 45 yards to the Redskins 13 yard line to set up the go-ahead Watts-McCoy TD pass. Riddle was good on the PAT and the Gamecocks went ahead to stay at 14-7.

Stephens ended the night with 49 yards, McCoy with 49 and Brownlee with 38 yards.

"Our backs make some of the greatest runs and make only three or four yards," commented Fuller on their performance.

Greg Robinson, captain of the Gamecock defense, was one of the first to admit that this was about their toughest game.

"That was one of the toughest games we've played this year, but we played some really good defense out there tonight," Robinson said. "We missed twenty points in the game (the two TDs and the missed FGs), but we won and that's the bottom line."

"I can't point out any single standout in the game because it was a team effort," Robinson added. "Everybody played well tonight."

The Gamecocks will travel to Delta State this coming weekend and Jim Fuller is ready to travel.

"I'm ready to go on the road. The Team's ready to go on the road," Fuller said. "We'll need this win to carry us over to the conference games."

SU's last four games will be conference games against Delta, Livingston, Troy and UNA and they're hoping to take the conference spoilers this year if not win the conference.

No team has a chance to win the conference with two losses. The Gamecock's conference record so far this season is 1-2.

Kick off for the Delta game will be 7:36 p.m. in Cleveland, Missippi.

---

**Pinning it down...**

A three ring circus

By ALLEN CLARK

There's kind of a standing joke between football head coach Jim Fuller and baseball head coach Rudy Abbott that when one or the other's season sours that they swap teams. Well, this might be the year that Jim Fuller could possibly let Rudy take over to try and turn things around.

It might be interesting.

No, turning all jokes aside Rudy, you got anymore baseball players we could borrow for a little while?

---

**No Three Ring Circus**

Contrary to popular belief, this school doesn't just have three sports. We've not only got a winning reputation in baseball, football and basketball, we've also got two winning tennis teams, a winning (second year ever) wrestling team, a very winning women's basketball team, one of the top ranked Division I-A, women's gymnastic teams, a seventh ranked (nationals) men's gymnastics team, one of the best women's volleyball teams in the Southeast, one of the best golf teams around and believe it or not there are plans to start an "Ultimate Frisbee" team that would play on the collegiate level.

The only problem is that there are being answered. (even though they're winning left and right) is that nobody, and I mean NOBODY is going out to watch the men play and perform.

Right now the women's volleyball team is getting ready to head down home stretch and if they hadn't had a good enough conference season to get any support, then now's the time.

In this issue of "The Chanticleer" you'll find some of the schedules of the teams that are now performing or are soon to begin their seasons. Take time to set these schedules aside and save them so you'll know when, where and who is playing. On these days you'll have got some time out from your studies, get out and enjoy some of these fine events. Their winning might depend on you, believe it or not. When would you have more spirit? when

---

Omega dumps Kappa Sig to take over top spot

By MELANIE DEMPSEY

Dynamic action has been seen—both offensively and defensively—on the EM playing fields these past two weeks. The Fraternity League is going at it with all they've got and the Independent League teams have shown some great efforts as they strive for the foothold on top place. The Women's League has seen a few injuries on the field as they diligently push for success, but fortunately, all are recovering rapidly.

**ACTION IN THE FRATERNITY LEAGUE as of Wednesday, Oct. 17.**

Phi, Phi Psi Phi pretty well sewn up with Omega Psi Phi taking at the top and Kappa Sigma and Kappa Alpha in the second and third positions respectively. As it looks, these three teams will probably be the ones we'll be seeing in the playoffs for the Greek Championship. Omega has seen no defeats over the season's first two

For Sigma Nu, coached by Pat O'Donnell, Darrell Harden and Mickey Fiedler were outstanding on defense. Their running back was one of the top two teams in the Independent League as they strive for the top spot. Alpha Tau Omega has not seen much action lately, but did win by forfeit over Delta Tau Delta.

**COMING AROUND TO THE INDEPENDENT League action, the Huskies and BCM men are batting it out neck and neck to see who will end up in the top spot. Also Solid Gold cannot be counted out yet, as they have a couple of rainout games to make up before their true strength can be seen.**

During the past two weeks, Independent games have been slack due to quite a few forfeits, but hopefully action will pick back up this week.

The nuke and gold Huskies led by Tim Hays, ham-
Volleyball team rallies, takes third in tourney

Weekend Tennis

In the weekend JSU intramural tournament, the Lady Gamecocks finished in third place, winning three matches and finishing in the third spot. Auburn - Montgomery won the men's and UAH took the women's.

Terry Turner finished second among the men's singles. The top women's winners were Lori Howell (no. 1 position) and Shirley Patterson (no. 6 flight position). Jennifer Gold finished second in the No. 3 flight and Susan Burleson was runner-up in the No. 4 flight position. Consolation winners were Alleen Finley and Mindy Carter.

Pick back up this week.

The purple and gold Huskies, led by Tim Hays, hummed down a sure win over Campus Inn 7-2. But earlier in the season, the Opps byes as narrow a three point margin. The men of BCM also created havoc for Campus Inn with a final score of 14-20. BCM's first team offense scored consistently and a score by Myron "Fly" Rang was also recorded. Darrell Kirk and Joe Brown were outstanding players as were the men of the offensive line. The defense had few interceptions. BCM also gained a forfeit from Eta Mu Phi P. BCM is led by Dale Ledbetter and Jim Barr and Solid Gold went about only to create sadness for BCM as they defeated them in a close score, while being played well.

After a slow start in early season, the women's volleyball team is making strides in solving their problem of unity on the floor. "I think the team played its best match of the season up to that point against UNA. Our movement was good and we did things that we only dream about doing all year. Even though our first set was good, exciting volleyball," said Pace.

Both UNA and JSU are vying for the no. 1 spot in district which added to the pressure. UNA won the first two sets and then with fresh spirit, the Lady Gamecocks fought back and took the next two sets, 15-12, 15-7. The fifth game was back and forth with UNA finally pulling it out 15-12. "That was the game of the season. It was a close match," said Pace. Even more evidence of this maturity was seen the weekend of the Columbus University from Florida. Columbus, Ga. JSU competed with 11 other teams from Alabama, Georgia, and Florida to reach the pool and single elimination tournament. Play began Friday afternoon with JSU defeating North Georgia 15-6, 15-10. Later that night the Lady Gamecocks posted a disappointing loss to Gulf Coast Community College and a win against a very weak Valdosta State College.

Volleyball team rallies, takes third in tourney
sisters and little sisters out there, come on out and join our fun-I'm sure one of your big brothers would be glad to coach your team. Even if your team didn't win the championship, you'd come out of it all knowing a little more about football and could understand what's really going on when the guys play.

During recent play the BCM women have still continued to hold the No. 1 position with the Stars close behind. Curtiss Crushers felt the sting of BCM's tough defense recently. When the two battled it out to a low scoring finish of 6-0. For BCM Judy Gilliland did an outstanding job at quarterback and Freda Tate had a great running game as she scored the only TD. For Curtiss Crushers, Kathleen Burgin did a fantastic job both offensively and defensively. In later play BCM split with Blue Bears in a tough defense-oriented game. Neither team scored, but BCM did have one interception at the end of the game that was run back from the Bears' 10 yard line to an unbelievable but true disaster closeness of the five yard line; but unfortunately, the runner-no names mentioned-fell before she crossed the goal line. With time ticking away, BCM attempted to score, but a penalty was called on the defense. On the third yard line, the snap was made, but hit the ground as the time ran off the clock.

The Stars, back this year with many returning players, recently defeated the Blue Bears with a score of 16-0 after gaining a forfeit from Curtiss Crushers. During play, the first TD was made by Nikki Rohrbough after a halfback reverse play and the extra points were run in by quarterback Melanie Dempsey. TD No. 2 was run in by Dana Williams after a wide pass from the QB. The extra points were scored on a pass to Niki in the end zone. Outstanding defensive players were Kathleen Kemp and Susie Oliver. The Bears gained a forfeit from Curtiss Crushers also. Outstanding on offense for the Bears were Jeannette Horne and Lynn Smilkow.

Outstanding on defense were Cheryl Caulden and Margaret Higgins. These more detailed reviews are due to the cooperation of those team managers who turned in their publicity reports. My thanks to those involved in these reports. To have your team better publicized, turn in your report at the pool office area as soon as the upcoming games as possible. Also, keep supporting your favorite team, they'll appreciate it.

### Cock Trot

**First annual 10,000 meter race success**

Joe Pitard of Amston finished first in a field of 69 Saturday morning, Oct. 23, in the first annual Jacksonville Race 10,000 meter road race. The 23-year-old Pitard completed the 6.1 mile course in 33 minutes and 50 seconds, 29 seconds ahead of his closest challenger, Stanley Norton. Pitard was also the winner of the Charity Bowl 5,000 meter race in Amston last December and the Coosa Valley Track Club 10-mile road race in March.

Linda Sledge, 31, of Gadsden was the women's winner with a time of 42:54, 17 seconds ahead of her closest competitor, Christa Conaway.

The JSU Rangers monitored the course and blocked off traffic for the runners. The juveniles

### I.M. League Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRATERNITY</th>
<th>LEAGUE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Omega Psi Phi</td>
<td>8-4-0</td>
<td>6-0-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Sigma</td>
<td>5-1-0</td>
<td>4-1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Alpha</td>
<td>3-3-0</td>
<td>2-2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Kappa Phi</td>
<td>3-3-0</td>
<td>1-1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Tau Omega</td>
<td>1-4-0</td>
<td>1-4-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Chi</td>
<td>1-4-0</td>
<td>1-4-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Nu</td>
<td>1-4-0</td>
<td>1-4-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Tau Delta</td>
<td>0-0-0</td>
<td>0-0-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The top three teams in each men's league go to the playoffs. In case of tied records, the team that won during the regular season will be ranked higher. Standings are determined by percentage. Four women's teams will be in the playoff.
November 5th (T)  Intra-Squad men-women ~ Setpensson Gym 7:00 p.m.
November 27th (T)  Oral Roberts Univ. Tulsa, Okla. 7:00 p.m.
November 29th (Th)  Oklahoma State Univ. Stillwater, Okla. 7:00 p.m.
December 1 (Sat)  Southwest Missouri Kansa:s University Springfield, Missouri 7:00 p.m.
January 5th (Sat)  Univ. of Kentucky Steplensson Gym 2:00 p.m.
January 12th (Sat)  Eastern Kentucky University 7:00 p.m.
January 18th (Fri)  University of Colorado University of Florida University of North Carolina Ohio State University Pete Mathews Coliseum 2:00 p.m.
January 25th Tulsa, Okla. 7:00 p.m.
January 26th (Sat)  University of Iowa Pete Mathews Coliseum 7:00 p.m.
February 2nd (Sat)  University of Florida Stephenson Gym 2:00 p.m.
February 9th (Sat)  Memphis State University men-women Memphis, Tenn. 2:00 p.m.
February 16th (Sat)  Univ. of Alabama Tuscaloosa, Ala. 2:00 p.m.
February 23rd (Sat)  ISU Baton Rouge, La. 7:30 p.m.
March 1st (Sat)  Indiana State University Terre Haute, Ind. T.B.A.
March 22 (Sat)  Region III AIAW Championships T.B.A.
April 1-5 National AIAW Championships Baton Rouge, La. T.B.A.

WANT TO BE THE TOP COCK ON CAMPUS?

WHAT: 1st ANNUAL GAMECOCK OPEN RIFLE CHAMPIONSHIP

WHO: Open to all JAX STATE students, faculty and staff

WHEN: Friday, November 2nd from 8:00 to 5:00 PM

WHERE: Indoor Rifle Range at the new Military Science Building

TROPHIES: 1st, 2nd, 3rd Place - Male  1st, 2nd and 3rd Place - Female

SPECIAL AWARD - fraternity, sorority or organization with the most entrants

COST: $1.00 for 20 shots - ENTER AS MANY TIMES AS YOU WANT

WE WILL SUPPLY ALL WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION OR YOU CAN BRING YOUR OWN .22 IRON-SIGHTED RIFLE.

COPPER PENNY

TUES.  DZ Draft Bust
$50 Miller Can all night

WED.  25¢ Draft 7-9
No Cover

THURS. Thirsty Thurs.
$4° Guys *2° Gals
All you can drink from 8 pm till 1 am

FRI. Student ID nite 1/2 price cover with JSU ID

50¢ Draft 7:00-8:30

SAT.  1/2 Price Cover with Student ID

SUN. Sunday Buffet
all you can eat $2.99

MON. Mon. Nite Football
$2.50 Pitchers during game

TUES. No Cover and 75¢ Longneck

WED. Halloween Costume Party